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Customized Menu for Elderly People in China

Healthy Eating & Community Sharing



A smart fridge with an 
embedded App, 

providing  customized 
menu, according to 

personal preferences, 
healthy conditions, 
and food expiring 

dates

Lack a 
straightforward 

way to explore new 
and healthy menu 

and want to keep 
close with their 

community 

Chinese retired elderly 

people who care about 
health, enjoy cooking 

but sometimes feel 
lonely

Molecule



Secondary Research



1. Aging Problem



Chinese “One child” policy results in a decline in the birth rate and an increase in life 

expectancy. This means there will soon be too few workers able to support an enormous 

and aging population. 1

Aging Problem



Aging Problem

China is aging at a more rapid rate than other countries. According to 

the UN, it will take China just 20 years for the proportion of the elderly 

population to double from 10% to 20% (between 2017-2037).2



As a result…

There is and will be a large number of 
elderly people in China in the next 20 years.



2. Eating Habits



According to research, eating less (particularly fewer fatty 

foods) was seen as a good way of reducing the burden on the 

digestive system and to feel comfortable after a meal. In 

addition, elderly people suggested having several small meals 

each day, rather than a few large ones. 3

Eat Less

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6460243/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6460243/


Eat What They 
Want to Eat

According to research, elderly 

people believe that eating what they 

want ensures a happy and satisfying 

old age. This belief is related to their 

ability to independently choose what 

they want to eat. 3

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6460243/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6460243/


They believe…

Eating what they want ensures 
a happy and satisfying old age.



3. Capability of Technology



The capability of 
using online 
shopping serives

Placeholder

 

92 %
"In a fast developing society, we are afraid of 
being left behind by the young. So we make 
valiant efforts to get to grips with new things.” 4

http://en.people.cn/n3/2018/1019/c90000-9510212.html


This means…

They are willing and capable to 
learn new stuM during digital age.



However…

They lack a straightforward access to 
learn how to eat and cook healthier 

Based on their food preferences



4. Current Marketplace



E-Commerce Platform

Meal and medicine deliveries 5“Pay-for-me” option 5



However…

The screen size of the smartphone 
 is too small for elderly people to use.



Smart Home

Unnecessary & Expensive

Complicated & time Consuming

Ad icons



However…

The system of the IoT refrigerator  
is complicated with unnecessary features.



Primary Research



Interviews

11 retired elderly  people 
from middle class family 
in total

4 males

7 males

2

3

1 1

4Teacher Engineer Architect

Accountant Company Employee

60-75-year-old



“Which things are most important for happy aging? 
Just playing well and eating well are the most 
important. First you pay more attention to eating 
and drinking for your diet. Eat less, but more often, 
but not more than six meals per day. Is that right? 
Eat more vegetables, eat more coarse cereals. Eat less 
oil. Those foods with a lot of oil should be eaten less.”

65, a retired architect

   

“I know a cancer patient… He is back at home and 
eats what he wants to eat, then exercises the Happy 
Kungfu … He is nearly recovered… Now his health is 
good”

72, a retired engineer

Healthy food 

recommendation 

based on personal 

preferences



Healthy food 

recommendation 

based on health 

conditions

“I have high blood pressure and hyperlipidemia. So I need 
to be careful about my dietary habit.

63,  a retired company 

employee



“My daughter usually blames me of eating expired food. 
Actually I know it is not healthy but I just do not want to 
waste food. If the food still looks good, I’d rather eat it 
instead of through it away.”62, a retired primary 

school math teacher

Expiring Date



Tutorials

“Sometimes, I go dinning out with my friends. I want to 
learn how to cook the dishes which taste really good by 
myself after I back to home. But the thing is that it is hard 
to learn without any professional instructions. Usually, I 
watch television programs, but I cannot watch the TV 
when I am cooking in the kitchen.”

60, a retired primary 

school  art teacher



“I don’t think retired life is boring. My life has a lot of 
fun. I treat cooking as a pleasure. I feel self-fulfilling 
especially when my daughter and grandson praise the 
food during our weekly family dinner time.”

“We hold party to communicate with each other and have 
fun together every Saturday. We like sharing what we 
cook and learn from each other.”

74, a retired company 

training teacher 

56, a retired accountant

Community 

Sharing

“Usually, I like to read articles about health care on 
WeChat and share with my relatives and friends.”

56, a retired accountant



Insight

Retired elderly people treat cooking as a 

hobby and self-fulElling especially while 

being praised by relatives and friends.

1



Insight

2
They care about health and are open to 

learn more about healthcare and healthy 

cooking.



Insight

3
They are willing to share their experience 

and daily life with their communities.



Hypothesis

We believe that Chinese elderly people in middle-class family 

with an interest of cooking and healthy eating during their 

retired life have a need for exploring new and healthy menu 

and sharing achievements with their friends and relatives.



MVP



Smart Fridge Embedded App+



Feature List & Priority

Functionality

Need

Nutrition fact 
visualization

Customized 
recipes based 

on personal 
preferences

NotiXcation 
board

Community 
sharing

Cooking 
tutorials

Grocery 
shopping

Expiring date  
notiXcation



Feature List & Priority

Functionality

Need

Nutrition fact 
visualization

Customized 
recipes based 

on personal 
preferences

NotiXcation 
board

Community 
sharing

Cooking 
tutorials

Grocery 
shopping

Expiration 
date  

notiXcation

Customized 

recipes based on 

personal  food 

preferences



Workflow

acountant

Workflow



Workflow

acountant

Workflow

MVP

Customized menu (with 
video tutorials) based on 

personal preference



Workflow

acountant

Workflow

Personal food preferences breakdown

Food allergy Flavors Ways of cooking Types of food



Concept Test Plan



MVP Test Plan - Customized Menu based on personal preferences

Step 1: Gather data about participants’ preferences of food



MVP Test Plan - Customized Menu based on personal preferences

Step 2: Customize the menu for the 

participants based on their preferences



MVP Test Plan - Customized Menu based on personal preferences

Step 3: Ask them how do they feel about the customized menu?

?

?



User Test - Round 1



Test Feedback - Data Input for food preferences

“Too general for personalization. Since I have some health issues such as diabetic, 
if  there is recommended food based on my healthy condition, it would better.

“Since I eat four to dve small meals per day, If there is some heathy tips for diMerent times, which could be great”

Healthy conditions should be one of the 
input for more personalization



Test Feedback - Food recommendation

“I don’t think I’llI buy food without 
knowing any details about it.”

“Prepare time is less  important for me. Some 
labels, such as “good for health" or something 
would be more helpful.”

“Since I eat four to five small meals per day, instead 
of categorizing the meals by general breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner, if the meals are categorized by 
“time” in which I eat my small meal, it would be 
more personalized and fit my eating habits.”

Categorization should 
based on personal 

eating habits

Terminology should 
be more clear

“Is that prepared meal or ingredients？”

Health labels should 
be prioritized for 

meal details

Shopping feature should 
be deprioritized

Add “Save for later” or 
“History” feature

“Is the recommendation refreshed 
daily？What if I would like to look 
for my previous menu?”



Iteration 1 - MVP Updated



Data Input for Food Preferences

Healthy conditions became one of the 
input for more personalization



Recipe Recommendation

Sub-categories 
under “Health”

Terminology was 
rephrased to make 

more clear

“Health” was prioritized as one 
parent category, diMerent  from the 
general “standing dishes”, to make 
more personalization especially for 

elderly people who should and 
dednitely care about health

Shopping feature was deprioritized. 
The icon was redned to a basket 

instead of shopping cart

“Save for later” was added

Pictures were 
changed to video 
tutorials to make 

process more 
straightforward



Food Details

Ingredient

Video tutorials

Purchase



My Favorite Menu (Save for Later): Video Tutorials

Saved

Prioritized categorization



User Test - Round 2



Change the function: 
Instead of saving video 

tutorials, but purchasing the 
recipes.

“I don’t think I’ll watch a tutorial 
multiple times if I’ve already learned 
how to cook the meal ”

“But I’ll cook the same food multiple 
times for different people, such as my 
daughter and my friends.”

My Favorite Menu (Save for Later)

Users were confused about the “Save” 

function. 
They would like to save the recipes 

instead of the tutorials



Iteration 2 - MVP Updated



Recipe Recommendation & Food Detail

Before After

“Save video 
tutorial” function 

was removed

“Save recipe” function was 
added to detail page

The shopping basket was moved 
here to emphasize purchase 

function in detail page



My Favorite Menu (Save for Later): Recipe Purchase

Users can 
unsave the 
meal here Instead of re-watching the 

tutorials, the new design 
allows users to purchase 

recipe directly here

Before After



Next Step



• Comparative Analysis

• Redne MVP Version 2

• User test round 3



Thanks for watching :)
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Living 
Arrangement



Geographically 
separated from 
their children

37%

15%
6%

3%

38%

Live with children

Closest child in same neighborhood

Closest child in same country/city

No living children

Closest child not in same country/city

O^springs are increasingly moving away from their parents for better education and job 

opportunities, which results in that elderly parents will be increasingly geographically 

separated from their children.



Health Patterns

The “problem” of population aging 

is easy to state—to provide income 

and health security at older ages 

and to do so at a^ordable budgets 

(Smith, 2012; Lee and Mason, 2010).



Health Patterns

As we see high levels of being 

overweight now for both men and 

women alike with particularly high 

rates among the youngest age 

group where 38% of the Chinese 

women and 28% of the Chinese 

men are overweight.



Workflow

acountant

Old Workflow



Rough Sketch



Low-d prototype



Low-d prototype



High-E


